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a b s t r a c t 
The rich structures arising from the impingement dynamics of water drops onto solid substrates at high 
velocities are investigated numerically. Current methodologies in the aircraft industry estimating wa- 
ter collection on aircraft surfaces are based on particle trajectory calculations and empirical extensions 
thereof in order to approximate the complex ﬂuid-structure interactions. We perform direct numerical 
simulations (DNS) using the volume-of-ﬂuid method in three dimensions, for a collection of drop sizes 
and impingement angles. The high speed background air ﬂow is coupled with the motion of the liquid in 
the framework of oblique stagnation-point ﬂow. Qualitative and quantitative features are studied in both 
pre- and post-impact stages. One-to-one comparisons are made with experimental data available from 
the investigations of Sor and García-Magariño (2015), while the main body of results is created using 
parameters relevant to ﬂight conditions with droplet sizes in the ranges from tens to several hundreds of 
microns, as presented by Papadakis et al. (2004). Drop deformation, collision, coalescence and microdrop 
ejection and dynamics, all typically neglected or empirically modelled, are accurately accounted for. In 
particular, we identify new morphological features in regimes below the splashing threshold in the mod- 
elled conditions. We then expand on the variation in the number and distribution of ejected microdrops 
as a function of the impacting drop size beyond this threshold. The presented drop impact model ad- 
dresses key questions at a fundamental level, however the conclusions of the study extend towards the 
advancement of understanding of water dynamics on aircraft surfaces, which has important implications 
in terms of compliance to aircraft safety regulations. The proposed methodology may also be utilised and 
extended in the context of related industrial applications involving high speed drop impact such as inkjet 
printing and combustion. 
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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o  1. Introduction 
Since the days of Worthington (1876) , the problem of droplet
impact has offered the ﬂuid dynamics research community exciting
opportunities and challenges over the course of its history. For the
ﬁrst time in a systematic manner, in his book entitled A study of
splashes ( Worthington, 1908 ), Worthington makes use of early pho-
tographic technology (alongside careful sketchwork) to provide a
comprehensive visual interpretation of splashing phenomena. The
framework has since captivated the interest of theoreticians and
experimentalists alike, as it incorporates one of the most invitingly
simple geometrical conﬁgurations, while at the same time giving
rise to diverse and rich phenomena of immense scope. ∗ Corresponding author. 
E-mail address: radu.cimpeanu11@imperial.ac.uk (R. Cimpeanu). 
URL: http://www.imperial.ac.uk/people/radu.cimpeanu11 (R. Cimpeanu) 
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0301-9322/© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article uA plethora of application areas beneﬁt from understanding the
utcomes of droplet impact events. We emphasise in particular the
ole of droplet splashing (or absence thereof) in printing technolo-
ies ( van Dam and Le Clerc, 2004; Jung and Hutchings, 2012 ), com-
ustion ( Moreira et al., 2010 ), granular material interactions at all
cales ( Thoroddsen and Shen, 2001; Marston et al., 2012 ), electron-
cs ( Kim, 2007 ) and spray-cooling in nuclear reactors ( Sawan and
arbon, 1975 ). The design of superhydrophobic coatings in relation
o droplet impact dynamics ( Tsai et al., 2009; Deng et al., 2009 ) is
et another prime example of the widespread applicability of this
anonical problem. 
Recent reviews provide an excellent insight into the state-
f-the-art in the ﬁeld within each decade ( Rein, 1993 in the
990’s, Yarin, 2006 in the 2000’s and more recently Josserand and
horoddsen, 2016 ). The area has witnessed a very strong surge in
he past decade, fuelled in part by the development of progres-
ively more powerful imaging technologies, with both frame rates
nd resolutions capable of capturing details beyond the scope ofnder the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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t  revious equipment (see Thoroddsen et al., 2008 as well). Fur-
hermore, the improvement of numerical algorithms and usage
f high performance computing has enabled computational stud-
es that complement and inform both experimental and analytical
ork. We focus particularly on the volume-of-ﬂuid package Ger-
is ( Popinet, 20 03; 20 09 ), which is one of the most popular open-
ource tools due to its strengths in dealing with interfacial ﬂows
n a range of very different scales. Comparisons with experiments,
s well as analytical work have been consistently robust, be it in
ases of liquid-liquid impact ( Thoraval et al., 2012; Agbaglah et al.,
015 ) or impacts of liquid onto solid surfaces ( Visser et al., 2015;
hilippi et al., 2016; Wildeman et al., 2016 ). 
In the case of normal (perpendicular) impact at low-to-
oderate velocities (and depending on speciﬁc ﬂuid proper-
ies), an axisymmetric assumption can be used in analytical
nd computational investigations. The reduction in dimensional-
ty is a signiﬁcant advantage that has led to very eﬃcient (ax-
symmetric) computations and good agreement with experiments.
isser et al. (2015) for example, while innovating experimental
echnology enabling the time-resolved investigation of micron-
ized drop impacts, have managed to conduct successful compar-
sons with direct numerical simulations at impact speeds of up
o 50 m/s, a regime which is commonplace in combustion, inkjet
rinting or aircraft-related applications. In the respective scenario,
he small drops spread onto the surface in what is known as pan-
aking motion, with the axisymmetric approximation remaining
alid in the absence of splashing events. 
In cases where spreading and later retraction rather than
plashing occurs, the vast majority of effort s have been dedicated
owards identifying quantities such as the maximal spreading ra-
ius ( Stow and Hadﬁeld, 1981; Clanet et al., 2004; Fedorchenko
t al., 20 05; Roisman, 20 09; Schroll et al., 2010 ) and most re-
ently Wildeman et al., 2016 ), as well as the resulting mini-
al ﬁlm thickness, retraction dynamics and the role of the inter-
al boundary layer - see Bartolo et al. (2005) and in particular
ggers et al. (2010) for a comprehensive investigation of the above.
At higher speeds however, there is still an ongoing debate as to
ow the splashing phenomena are ﬁrst initiated, and the splashing
hreshold in particular. Up until the groundbreaking experimental
nvestigation of Xu et al. (2005) , there have been numerous at-
empts to characterise the transition from spreading to splashing
ynamics in the classical impact problem in terms of drop-related
arameters only (size, density, viscosity, surface tension coeﬃcient,
mpact velocity). The Chicago group discovered, however, that de-
reasing the ambient air pressure may completely suppress splash-
ng. As such, a host of additional modelling, experimental and nu-
erical effort s have been initiated, with the work of Riboux and
ordillo (2014) proposing a model deducing a threshold splashing
elocity as a function of a generalised set of key parameters con-
aining the liquid density and viscosity, the drop radius, gas den-
ity and viscosity, the interfacial tension coeﬃcient, as well as the
anometric mean free path of the gas molecules. 
Once the drop splashes, there is very little attention dedicated
o the ensuing dynamics, with the sizes and velocities of secondary
rops being prohibitively small experimentally and computation-
lly, although advances have taken place recently in terms of sim-
liﬁed models. In particular, Riboux and Gordillo (2015) have pro-
osed a one-dimensional approach to predicting sizes and veloc-
ties of ejected droplets for O(1) mm sized impacting drops and
ow speeds, ﬁnding reasonable agreement with experiments. 
As underlined by Josserand and Thoroddsen (2016) , there are
everal exciting challenges lying ahead, two of which are of great
mportance in the context of the present work. First of all, gain-
ng an improved understanding of splashing, particularly in diﬃ-
ult high speed conditions of industrial relevance, is moving more
nd more within reach, and further detailed investigation usinghe available tools is needed. Secondly, oblique impacts are rarely
nalysed (exceptions being Mundo et al., 1995; Sikalo et al., 2005;
ird et al., 2009 ) due to the additional ﬂow complexity. Most often,
ualitative rather than quantitative phenomena are explored in de-
ail. The exceptions tend to focus on large scale effects at the level
f the entire drop, as opposed to details at the level of the splash-
ng itself and the interesting local structures arising. Both of these
hemes lie at the heart of the present work, which focuses on the
odelling and computation of oblique three-dimensional drop im-
act in aerodynamic conditions. 
In aircraft-oriented research and design involving drop impact,
he relevant scales are often dictated by the size of the parts that
re most affected by phenomena such as water impingement, re-
ention and ﬁnally icing and its prevention. The wings or nacelles
re several metres long, while computing accurate air ﬂows around
hem requires domains that span tens of metres in all dimensions.
his becomes highly prohibitive in terms of accurate resolution of
he intricate and sensitive physical effects pertaining to drop im-
act, which often happen at sub-micron scales in the order of tens
o hundreds of microseconds. As such, particle-trajectory calcula-
ions of various degrees of complexity have thus far proven to be
he only tractable solution in industrial setting. 
There are several important limitations of current models, as
ointed out by Gent et al. (20 0 0) in a relatively recent review: 
• droplets are assumed to be spherical and non-deformable as
they approach the solid surface, hence topological transitions
such as the emergence of secondary drops either before or af-
ter impact are not considered; 
• phenomena related to multiple drops such as collisions are
completely ignored; 
• aerodynamic drag, gravity and buoyancy are assumed to be the
sole forces affecting the drop trajectories; 
• whereas the local velocity of the air ﬂow is embedded into the
ordinary differential equations governing the updates in drop
trajectories, the liquid mass is assumed not to affect the sur-
rounding air ﬂow; 
• once on the surface, empirical models translate the drop contri-
bution towards liquid ﬁlm formation and its movement further
downstream along the surface of interest. 
Many of these assumptions become inaccurate in the context
f the large supercooled droplets (larger than several tens of mi-
rons) found in the atmosphere. The diﬃculties outlined above
ave yet to be overcome, and most modelling is performed at a
ighly coarse-grained level ( Potapczuk et al., 1993; Bragg, 1996;
utkowski et al., 2003; Wright and Potapczuk, 2004; Wright, 2005;
0 06; Honsek et al., 20 08; Bilodeau et al., 2015 ), with semi-
mpirical relations of varying complexity being proposed in or-
er to match with the rich but ultimately limited experimental
ata available by NASA experiments conducted by Papadakis et al.
20 03, 20 04) . The focus here is primarily on the ﬁnal water reten-
ion values rather than the more fundamental problem of the de-
ailed impact process, making it ideal from an engineering stand-
oint but offering limited insight into the underlying physics. In
he past few years, the group at INTA/Madrid ( Vargas et al., 2012;
or and García-Magariño, 2015 ) have looked in more detail into the
eformation of large-scale drops prior to impact, with results that
ndicate regimes far more complex than captured by the typical
ssumptions mentioned above. Several studies focusing on recent
umerical advances in the high speed regime ( > 50 m/s impact ve-
ocity) have emerged, particularly for impacts onto liquid, but also
nto solid surfaces ( Ming and Jing, 2014; Cheng and Lou, 2015; Guo
t al., 2016; Cherdantsev et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2017 ). These offer
xciting opportunities to study short timescale phenomena beyond
he reach of traditional particle methods, however up to this point
here have been few attempts to integrate the drop impingement
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∇  process into a framework that includes a more realistic model for
the movement and effect of the air ﬂow around the bodies of in-
terest. 
The present work bridges the relevant scales in the problem of
drop impact onto aircraft surfaces and proposes a suitable model
for the air ﬂow around the solid bodies of interest in which we
then accurately resolve the drop impingement process. While the
drops are initialised as spherical suﬃciently far away from the
body, we characterise their deformation prior to impact and the
spreading/splashing thereafter, depending on drop sizes and angles
of impingement. We focus on the asymmetric features of the drop
spreading when droplets are very small (less than a few tens of
microns), phenomena which to our knowledge have yet to be ob-
served. As the drop size increases, we quantify the sizes and posi-
tions of the secondary drops emerging as a result of the impinge-
ment and provide useful metrics for practitioners looking to im-
prove water retention calculation methodology and a deeper un-
derstanding of the physics involved in the impact process under
challenging conditions. All ﬂow parameters have been carefully
chosen to match with previous experimental studies or known
ﬂight-speciﬁc values, while many of the quantiﬁed metrics are also
compared to classical theoretical results where applicable. 
The investigation is structured as follows. We introduce the pro-
posed mathematical model in Section 2 , followed by a detailed de-
scription of the computational framework in Section 3 . We then
analyse our ﬁndings in Section 4 , focusing on both pre-impact dy-
namics in Section 4.1 and post-impact dynamics in Section 4.2 .
These results are discussed and placed into context in Section 5 ,
followed by concluding remarks. 
2. Mathematical model 
In the present section we elaborate on how we adapt the clas-
sical problem of drop impact to the high speed ﬂow conditions
of interest around aircraft surfaces. First we discuss some use-
ful assumptions allowing us to reduce geometrical complexity in
the problem in Section 2.1 , after which we expand on the math-
ematical model itself, outlining the relevant equations, initial and
boundary conditions. 
2.1. Scale transition 
The full model geometry discussed in previous paragraphs (air-
craft wings/fuselage components) is far too complicated - and spe-
ciﬁc - from many points of view. To begin with, our aim is to
present a general methodology, applicable to a number of surfaces
rather than a speciﬁc specialised geometry. Secondly, the multi-
scale modelling of both the background air ﬂow around the large
scale body and the splashing dynamics within the much smaller
drop impact regions is beyond reach in terms of theoretical and
current computational resources. We thus employ several simpli-
ﬁcations to enable a closer inspection of a much more amenable
problem, which still preserves the main physical characteristics we
wish to address. 
Based on the disparity between the two scales in the problem
(the impacting droplet diameter and the solid body it impinges
upon), we assume the curvature of the body to have negligible ef-
fects. To justify this approximation, the radius of curvature of the
leading edge of a typical NACA airfoil or nacelle lipskin, the most
sensitive regions to water retention and icing, is estimated to be
of R b = O(10 −1 ) m for standard commercial aircrafts. For a rea-
sonably large droplet of radius R = 100 μm, we ﬁnd R/R b ≈ 10 −3 .
Thus, from the perspective of modelling the local droplet impact,
the surface can be considered as approximately ﬂat. From a differ-
ent viewpoint, we zoom in suﬃciently close to the surface of theolid body, such that in the respective region the droplet diame-
er is the representative lengthscale and hence the details of the
mpact can be carefully examined. 
.2. Governing equations 
The framework of studying these ﬂuids as incompressible in
aminar ﬂow conditions is a natural choice in the context of our
roblem, as the primary target ﬂight regimes of take-off and land-
ng are characterised by relatively low velocities compared to those
eached at higher altitudes. Furthermore, most droplet impinge-
ent events are concentrated close to the leading edge of the ge-
metries of interest, where the ﬂow has yet to enter the transi-
ion from laminar to turbulent state. Even in such circumstances, a
omplex and likely empirical turbulence model would prevent the
nspection of the detailed liquid dynamics, which is the main goal
f the present investigation. 
The model ﬂuids are assumed to be incompressible, immiscible
nd viscous. Subscript 1 is used to refer to the ﬂuid inside the drop
taken to be water), whereas subscript 2 decorates quantities in
he surrounding (air) ﬂow. Let ρ1, 2 and μ1, 2 denote the constant
ensities and dynamic viscosities of the two ﬂuids in the system.
he constant surface tension coeﬃcient at the interface is given by
. Velocity vectors U 1 , 2 = (U 1 , 2 , V 1 , 2 ) and pressures P 1, 2 are used
n the formulation of the dimensional momentum and continuity
quations 
1 ( U 1 t + ( U 1 · ∇) U 1 ) = −∇P 1 + μ1 U 1 , (1)
2 ( U 2 t + ( U 2 · ∇) U 2 ) = −∇P 2 + μ2 U 2 , (2)
 · U 1 , 2 = 0 . (3)
ravitational forces are assumed to be negligible. There are two
engthscales in the problem: the droplet diameter D , the natu-
al choice for the reference lengthscale, and the size of the (ﬁ-
ite) computational domain L . We scale lengths by D , velocities by
 reference background velocity U ∞ and pressures by ρ1 U 2 ∞ . The
merging non-dimensional parameters are 
e = ρ1 U ∞ D/μ1 , We = ρ1 U 2 ∞ D/σ, 
K = We 
√ 
Re = 
√ 
ρ3 
1 
D 3 U 5 ∞ / (σ 2 μ1 ) . (4)
he Reynolds number Re and Weber number We appear directly
rom the non-dimensionalisation procedure, while the splashing
arameter K is introduced as an intrinsic element of a drop im-
act problem. The expression, originally introduced by Stow and
adﬁeld (1981) , has been used to classify the possible outcomes
f the impact. This parameter has been controversial in the litera-
ure and cannot independently account for the classiﬁcation of the
omplicated impact process (see Xu et al., 2005; Mandre and Bren-
er, 2012 ), however it serves as an indicator of the force of the
plashing and permits comparisons with previous investigations. 
We also introduce density and viscosity ratios 
 = ρ1 /ρ2 , m = μ1 /μ2 , (5)
nd non-dimensionalise the governing Eqs. (1) –(3) , resulting in 
 1 t + ( u 1 · ∇) u 1 = −∇p 1 + Re −1 u 1 , (6)
 2 t + ( u 2 · ∇) u 2 = −r ∇p 2 + r m −1 Re −1 u 2 , (7)
 · u 1 , 2 = 0 . (8)
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a  he non-dimensional timescale is D / U ∞ . Typical ﬂuid properties in
he case of water and air at near freezing temperature (close to
 °C) are given as follows. Water has density ρ1 = 999 . 8 kg/m 3 and
ynamic viscosity μ1 = 1 . 16 × 10 −3 kg/ms , while the air density is
2 = 1 . 21 kg/m 3 and its dynamic viscosity μ2 = 1 . 81 × 10 −5 kg/ms .
he constant surface tension coeﬃcient is σ = 7 . 2 × 10 −2 N/m and
 representative value for the velocity of the background ﬂow is
 ∞ = 78 . 44 m/s . This value has been selected to coincide with
lassical experimental investigations ( Papadakis et al., 2004 ), as
ell as subsequent numerical investigations in the aerospace en-
ineering community (e.g. Bilodeau et al., 2015 ). We underline the
arge density ( r = 826 . 28 ) and viscosity ( m = 64 . 09 ) ratios, which
ose signiﬁcant numerical challenges - these are touched upon in
ection 3 . Tables 1 and 2 in the results discussion indicate the val-
es of the key dimensionless groups in the problem and highlight
he violent high speed impact regime investigated here. 
To deﬁne the interfacial conditions governing the motion of the
rop, we assume a sharp interface y = S(x, t) ; subsequently this
s relaxed in the context of the volume-of-ﬂuid methodology em-
loyed in the direct numerical simulations. The prescribed inter-
acial conditions are, in order, the kinematic condition, the conti-
uity of normal and tangential stresses, and continuity of velocity
omponents: 
 i = S t + u i S x + v i S y , i = 1 , 2 , (9) 
 
n · T · n ] 1 2 = We −1 κ, (10) 
 
t · T · n ] 1 2 = 0 , (11) 
 
u ] 
1 
2 = 0 , (12) 
here [(·)] 1 
2 
= (·) 1 − (·) 2 represents the jump across the interface,
 , and t are the unit normal and tangent to the interface, respec-
ively, and κ is the interfacial curvature. The stress tensor T is
iven by 
 i j = −pδi j + μ
(
∂u i 
∂x j 
+ ∂u j 
∂x i 
)
, (13) 
here the appropriate subscript is used in different ﬂuid regions.
he initial and boundary conditions for the ﬁnite computational
omain are described in the following subsection. 
.3. Background ﬂow 
One of the most important features of the model is the inter-
ction between the liquid drop and the air around it. In typical
xperimental conditions, droplets are formed at the tip of an in-
ection device and fall under gravity, with the height of the device
eing varied in order to adjust the terminal velocity and hence ﬁx
he relevant dimensionless parameters. In order to reach velocities
eyond O(1) m/s it is necessary to have some form of ejection
echanism that ensures not only reproducibility of the shapes, but
lso a stability of the dynamics in early stages as the drop trav-
ls through the quiescent air ﬂow and may become immediately
heared and violently deformed and broken up. As such, most of
he investigations concerning velocities above 10 m/s are restricted
o very small drops (well below 100 μm), such that surface tension
s strong enough to preserve the approximately spherical shape of
he drop. 
In ﬂight conditions, leading edge droplet impact can be lo-
ally embedded in a stagnation-point ﬂow which develops into
oundary layers on either side of the geometry. As such, most
roplets encounter a developing boundary layer structure with atrong shear component. In an effort to reproduce the same type
f air ﬂow environment while preserving generality, we proposed
n oblique-stagnation point ﬂow model for the air ﬂow, with the
iquid drop being seeded suﬃciently far away from the body on
he dividing streamline of the ﬂow. The reasons behind this choice
re twofold: 
1. Far away from the surface the drop should retain its shape and
setting a uniform velocity ﬁeld inside the drop with a zero (as
in most desktop experiment setups) or purely horizontal (along
the body) air motion would produce instantaneous breakup of
the drop. The choice for stagnation-point background ﬂow and
the initial position of the drop ensures that the air ﬂow under-
goes only small changes until suﬃciently close to the surface,
which is when we expect the drop to start deforming in real
life conditions. 
2. The stagnation-point ﬂow has the same characteristics in the
near vicinity of the point of zero velocities as on the aircraft
surface, in that boundary layers are developing on either side
of it and growing as we move further downstream. As such the
liquid drop is subjected to the shear ﬂow naturally occurring
above the solid surface. This is best represented in the highly
oblique impact cases, in which the air ﬂow streamlines near the
surface have strong deviations from their far-ﬁeld orientation.
Oncoming drops depart from their host streamlines close to the
surface and their ﬁnal impingement points are well within the
boundary layer growth region. The choice in initial positioning
of the drop thus retains generality, while at the same time pro-
viding suitable conditions for the early stages of the drop dy-
namics. 
There are however several points to be made prior to advanc-
ng to the mathematical description of the model. First of all, the
ynamics of drops in uniform ﬂow has been extensively investi-
ated and the deformation characteristics for large enough drops
re very rich (see Jalaal and Mehravaran, 2012 for a recent compu-
ational study). Therefore, even in the case of tailoring the initial
osition of the drop to a region of uniform air ﬂow, the drop is an-
icipated to suffer signiﬁcant deformations as it moves towards the
olid body. The size of the ﬁnite computational domain can then
e used to alleviate (or enhance) this effect. Secondly, it should be
oted that there still remains a fundamental difference to the prac-
ical scenario in which a solid body is moving through high liquid
ater content clouds (with stationary water drops of varying sizes)
s opposed to drops impinging onto a static solid surface, as in the
resent case. Here we are enhancing the inertial contribution in
he pre-impact drop dynamics and our choice in initial position of
he drop does ultimately affect the liquid volume impinging onto
he surface. Previous experimental results have however been used
s guidance in order to best account for the complex ﬂow dynam-
cs, while retaining a suitable well-controlled ﬂow environment. 
With the above properties in mind, we underline that the back-
round air ﬂow poses its own non-trivial challenges. The his-
ory of the problem dates back to Hiemenz (1911) , who was
he ﬁrst to present a solution for the two-dimensional normal
tagnation point ﬂow. Howarth (1951) then extended the formu-
ation to three dimensions. The oblique case was ﬁrst touched
pon by Stuart (1959) , then later rediscovered independently by
amada (1979) and Dorrepaal (1986) . There have been a number
f corrections, extensions and generalisations on the main prob-
em, for example by Wang (2008) and Tooke and Blyth (2008) ,
ncluding extension to two-ﬂuid systems (air ﬂow impinging onto
iquid ﬁlms above a solid surface), as studied by Tilley and Weid-
an (1998) and Blyth and Pozrikidis (2005) . As far as we know
here is no general analytical solution to the three-dimensional
tagnation-point ﬂow problem at an arbitrary angle. As such, we
ttempt to recreate this type of ﬂow numerically using a combina-
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Fig. 1. Snapshots of the converged background velocity ﬁeld obtained as a result of imposing uniform ﬂow boundary conditions at an angle of θi = 60 ◦ on the upper 
boundary, hitting a ﬂat solid surface at the bottom, with outﬂow conditions on all lateral boundaries. The two cross-sections through (a) the central x − y plane and (b) the 
y − z plane illustrate the vertical velocity ﬁeld (negative above, zero due to no-slip on the surface), as well as streamlines of the ﬂow. The water drop, shown in white, is 
initialised on the dividing streamline near the upper border of the geometry. 
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a  tion of suitable boundary conditions that preserve its main charac-
teristics in the interior of the domain. 
The three-dimensional computational box is selected to be of
size 4 L / D × L / D ×2 L / D in (x, y, z) −directions, where L / D is taken to
be of size 20, i.e. 20 drop diameters. The ﬂat solid surface is taken
to be in the (x, z) −plane, with no-slip and impermeability condi-
tions prescribed in this region, such that at u 1 , 2 = 0 at y = 0 . 
In order to model the oncoming ﬂow at an arbitrary angle of
incidence θ i we prescribe inﬂow conditions given by 
u 2 (x, L /D , t) = cos (θi ) , v 2 (x, L /D , t) = − sin (θi ) at y = L /D . 
(14)
Laterally we impose typical free outﬂow conditions on all re-
maining four sides of the box. The main reason for doing so re-
lates to the movement of the secondary drops resulting as a con-
sequence of the splash which cause perturbations in the ﬂow ﬁeld,
making it diﬃcult to ﬁx velocities at the boundaries. The initial
conditions are set to 
u 2 (x, y, 0) = cos (θi ) , v 2 (x, y, 0) = − sin (θi ) , (15)
prompting the need for the convergence of the background ﬂow
to a steady state prior to the inclusion of the liquid droplets into
the computational domain. For all cases considered in the present
investigation, an evolution of the ﬂow spanning 100 dimensionless
time units proved more than suﬃcient for this purpose, with a tol-
erance of 10 −6 in the components of the velocity ﬁeld selected to
verify ﬂow convergence to steady state. We have conﬁrmed this
for all angles of incidence using a root mean square norm of the
velocity ﬁeld, presented in Fig. 2 (b). Time t = 0 is taken to be the
time at which the drop is seeded inside the domain and by this
convention the direct numerical simulations begin at t = −100 . 
Focusing on the mid-( x, y )-plane (at z = 0 , see Fig. 1 (a)), we
ﬁnd similar ﬂow properties to the classical case of oblique stagna-
tion point-ﬂow in two dimensions. Using the typical deﬁnition for
the stream function ψ( x, y ), where the horizontal velocity compo-
nent u = ψ y and the vertical velocity component v = −ψ x , suﬃ-
ciently far away from the wall the ﬂow takes the form 
ψ(x, y ) = kxy + 1 
2 
ζy 2 . (16)
This is effectively a superposition of irrotational stagnation-point
ﬂow of strength k and a uniform shear ﬂow parallel to the solid
surface (in the x -direction), where k and ζ are scale constants
(see Blyth and Pozrikidis, 2005 for a recent exposition on this sce-
nario). ψ = 0 denotes the dividing streamline onto which the liq-
uid drop is initialised just below the upper boundary of the three-
dimensional domain, with its centre at y = 19 . 25 and z = 0 and
with x varying as a function of the angle of incidence θ of thei ackground ﬂow. Fig. 1 (a) provides a visualisation of the converged
ow ﬁeld at the instance of the initialisation of the drop for the
ase when θi = π/ 3 . 
We underline that, despite the ﬂow being essentially two-
imensional in the upper part of the domain (below the inﬂow
oundary), due to the presence of the solid surface and the lateral
utﬂow condition, it develops its full three-dimensional structure
lose to the impingement region, with a single stagnation point be-
ng present in the ﬂow irrespective of the impingement angle. This
s best observed in Fig. 2 (a), but also in Fig. 1 , where streamlines
re drawn on top of velocity ﬁelds (illustrated in colour) plotted
n different two-dimensional cross-sectional planes to indicate the
eﬂection in the air ﬂow. 
Once the background air ﬂow has reached its steady state, the
nitially spherical liquid drop is prescribed to enter the computa-
ional domain at a desired location (x i , y i = 19 . 25 , z i = 0) . The drop
hen inherits the local velocity ﬁeld of the background air ﬂow
hich is an approximately uniform ﬂow directed towards the sur-
ace at an angle θ i , and is advected towards the solid surface. The
roplet shape is subject to physical deformations up to the time
f its impact. Full hydrodynamic coupling determines its trajectory
nd shape, with no further assumptions being made beyond this
oint. 
. Numerical methodology 
The numerical computations in the present study have been
arried out using the open-source package Gerris ( Popinet, 2003;
009 ) ( http://gfs.sourceforge.net/ ), which has been used exten-
ively with great success by the multi-phase ﬂow community over
he last decade. The package is ideal for our purposes since it ac-
urately solves the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations (and a
ariety of additional multi-physics extensions) using the ﬁnite vol-
me method and a volume-of-ﬂuid approach to account for ﬂuid-
uid interfaces. The schemes are second order accurate in both
pace and time, with strong adaptive mesh reﬁnement capabili-
ies ensuring the computational cost remains relatively low even in
hallenging multi-scale contexts such as those in the present prob-
em. In the following paragraph we elaborate on some of the spe-
iﬁc measures used to ensure a good numerical performance, and
lso underline the overall features of our extensive computational
ffort. 
The large density ratio (recall that for water-air ﬂows
 = 826 . 281 ) between the ﬂuids may cause convergence is-
ues for multi-grid Poisson solvers as the one used in Gerris
 Tryggvason et al., 2011 ), causing slow convergence or leading to a
reakdown of the numerical solution altogether. A smoothing oper-
tor/ﬁlter has been proposed ( Popinet, 2009; Fuster, 2013 ) in order
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Fig. 2. (a) Magnitude of velocity vector on an x − z plane immediately above the surface, at y = 0 . 01 . A single stagnation point is visible in the centre of the computational 
box, with streamlines aiding the visualisation of the ﬂow as it increases in velocity towards the lateral boundaries. (b) Root-mean-square norm of the velocity vector for 
different angles of incidence 30 °≤ θ i ≤90 ° of the background air ﬂow. 
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t  o alleviate this. Spatial ﬁltering consists of averaging over the cor-
ers of a computational cell (four in 2D and eight in 3D), which
re in turn obtained by averaging the centred values of the cor-
er neighbours. Applying the ﬁlter effectively smoothes the rep-
esentation of the interface over a larger number of cells and can
e applied any number of times, although previous investigations
n drop impact argue that a single iteration of the ﬁltering oper-
tor is suﬃcient ( Thoraval, 2013 ). As a result of this manipulation,
he errors are maintained at a reasonable (and controllable) mag-
itude, while the convergence properties of the solver are much
mproved. 
The qualities of the package, in particular in terms of adaptive
esh reﬁnement (AMR), become evident in the study of the prob-
em of drop impact at high velocities. The background air ﬂow re-
uires a strong level of reﬁnement close to the surface of the solid
ody to account for the presence of the developing boundary lay-
rs around the stagnation point of the ﬂow. At the same time, cap-
uring the evolution of the ﬂuid-ﬂuid interface demands an appro-
riate resolution, enabling possible topological transitions. Splash-
ng entails the creation and subsequent tracking of a large number
f secondary droplets, which may or may not coalesce with other
odies of ﬂuid. In addition, suitable choices for reﬁnement with re-
pect to sharp changes in vorticity were also implemented. We also
ote the more stringent treatment required during touchdown, in
hich a reduced timestep and an extended local reﬁnement region
s necessary to avoid numerical artefacts. The computational gain
hen comparing to the case of a uniform mesh is remarkable. The
arge domain would require O(10 10 −11 ) grid cells at the ﬁnest reso-
ution, however with the use of the adaptive mesh reﬁnement this
s decreased several orders of magnitude down to O(10 6 ) degrees
f freedom, which becomes signiﬁcantly more tractable. Many of
he results presented would have reached considerable runtimes
as well as challenging memory and data storage requirements)
ithout the usage of adaptive mesh reﬁnement, and possibly mak-
ng many of the calculations presented here unrealisable. 
We also employed the functionality to selectively eliminate
roplets and bubbles whose dimensions are below a threshold
umber of grid cells (chosen to be 16), thus ﬁxing the minimum
engthscale that computations can account for. Note that this is
lready well within the sub-micron scale. This feature becomes
seful when secondary droplet break-off is violent and causes the
ragmentation of the ﬂuid into droplets of a very small size which
uffer from geometrical reconstruction errors as a result of them
panning a small number of grid cells in each dimension. In prac-
ice the technique works by replacing the connected volumes (un-
er a speciﬁed size) containing the drop ﬂuid phase (water in our
ase) with the background ﬂuid (air). Furthermore, in our imple-entation complete droplet removal takes place if the droplets are
ound within one spatial unit of lateral boundaries, in order to
imit numerical artefacts when encountering the outﬂow region, or
uﬃciently high above the surface of the solid body ( y > 10.0), to
void high speed secondary droplets reaching the inﬂow boundary
nd causing numerical instabilities. In practice, the mentioned situ-
tion can be avoided by prescribing a larger computational domain
hat demands increased computational costs. The selective removal
f droplets ensures that a geometry of manageable size can still be
sed reliably. The ﬂow in the vicinity of the impact region is un-
ffected by this treatment restricted to the near-lateral boundary
egions, hence no ﬂow information is artiﬁcially lost. 
Many of the problems of interest require the treatment of a
riple contact point between the solid surface and the liquid-gas
nterface. We note that the default mesh-dependent static con-
act angle model with a selected value of 90 ° is used here. The
imitations of this basic method, as well as proposed improve-
ents have been recently discussed by Afkhami et al. (2009) ,
ho introduced a versatile dynamic contact angle model (imple-
ented in an extension of Gerris ). In a related context, Pasandideh-
ard et al. (1996) note that the inertially dominated stages of the
ow are unaffected by changes in the contact angle, which had
een altered with the use of surfactants in their investigation. In
eneral, the suitability of the static contact angle model in the
nertia-dominated spreading regime has been studied extensively
 Yokoi et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2016 ) and the present choice is not
estrictive. We have experimented numerically with both grid sizes
nd different imposed static contact angle values in two dimen-
ions, conﬁrming that in the early stages of the impact we are in
 regime which is insensitive to the choice of contact angle at the
all. 
The runs in the present study have been performed at multi-
le resolution levels, varying from 2 10 to 2 12 grid cells per spatial
imension in each computational box. As the interfacial shape is
et to be resolved at this level, this would translate to up to ap-
roximately 200 cells per diameter for the initial spherical drop.
efore impingement we do not require such levels of reﬁnement
way from interfaces. On the other hand, right before, during and
fter impingement, the entire liquid volume demands a strong re-
nement level. Despite these stringent requirements, with the cho-
en settings and drop sizes, each ﬁnest resolution cell spans from
.097 μm for the smallest impinging drops studied to 1.15 μm in
he case of the largest drops of initial diameter of just over 230
m. These levels have been selected to provide as much detail at
he micron and sub-micron levels as possible. Many features, such
s for example the minimal ﬁlm thickness arising as a result of
he spreading of a drop on the surface, have well-established sizes
198 R. Cimpeanu, D.T. Papageorgiou / International Journal of Multiphase Flow 107 (2018) 192–207 
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and are used for comparisons and validation. From a more general
standpoint, for the decision on a suitable level of reﬁnement and
mesh adaptivity setting we have relied on three main criteria: (a)
mass conservation; (b) changes in deﬁned metrics such as veloc-
ity and vorticity norms, secondary drop size distribution etc. and
(c) comparisons to available analytical predictions and experimen-
tal data in the literature. Once all three criteria have been met, the
conﬁguration in question was propagated towards full parameter
studies over the variables of interest. We emphasise that for the
top two levels of reﬁnement, volume conservation is accurate to
within 1% across the entire set of tests in the present work, with
only the most challenging of test cases (the largest initial drop di-
ameter prescribed) causing errors of the order of 3–4% a combina-
tion of the diﬃcult conditions (high Re/We) and the selective drop
removal mechanism introduced above, with smaller scale features
being more frequent in this scenario. A typical computation under
these conditions requires in excess of 2 ×10 3 CPU hours for the
lowest resolution tested and approximately 10 4 CPU hours for the
more reﬁned cases. 
In the next section we describe, in turn, our computational re-
sults for pre-impact deformation and post-impact dynamics, con-
centrating on both fundamental phenomena and aspects related to
the larger scale system itself. 
4. Results 
Once the drop is initialised in the steady background ﬂow, it
travels towards the surface guided by an initially uniform (but θ i -
dependent) velocity ﬁeld, with streamlines deforming as the solid
surface is approached. Analysing the deviation from the initially
spherical shape as a function of time is one of the primary goals of
the present work, since, as noted earlier, this effect is often over-
looked in standard water retention calculation models. 
In order to provide a suitable validation framework for the
present results, we have tailored the parameters to coincide with
a subset of the data of the only experimental investigation of the
pre-impact deformation and break-up phenomena we are aware
of - see Vargas et al. (2012) and Sor and García-Magariño (2015) .
Therein, an experimental setup consisting of a monosize droplet
dispenser, a rotating arm with a model wing ﬁxed at its end, as
well as associated motor and camera equipment are used to cap-
ture the drop dynamics as the solid body approaches the liquid
droplets at velocities of up to 100 m/s. As a result of the very
violent regime, the size variation for the drops is restricted to
D = 300 μm and above. Very few pixels per drop diameter are vis-
ible below this threshold and the resulting images can no longer
be comprehensively analysed. As a consequence, in the results that
follow we have selected three values within the respective range,
as well as one smaller drop, typical of the sizes found in the high
liquid water content regions aircraft travel through. The drop sizes,
as well as all other associated dimensionless parameters are sum-
marised in Table 1 , where we underline that we have used a ref-
erence velocity of U ∞ = 90 m/s (the same as in the main series
of experiments Sor and García-Magariño, 2015 ) and the physical
properties of water and air at relevant near freezing temperatures.
Following impact itself, depending on the relevant parameters,
the drop is anticipated to either spread due to its momentum and
subsequently recede under surface tension effects, or, in the cases
of the larger drops, to splash and break up into secondary droplets
which move away from the surface but may later re-impinge.
Droplets found in the atmosphere typically lie within the interval
of 20–250 μm in diameter and as a consequence water catch stud-
ies reported in the literature ( Papadakis et al., 20 03; 20 04; Wright,
20 05; 20 06; Honsek et al., 20 08; Bilodeau et al., 2015 ) are found in
this regime. We consider four test cases ( D = 20 , 52 , 111 , 236 μm)or complete analysis of pre- and post-impact dynamics, in order
o facilitate comparisons with results in the ﬁeld and provide fur-
her insight under ﬂight conditions of practical interest. The com-
lete list of parameters is provided in Table 2 , where the same
ater-air conﬁguration is used, however this time with reference
elocity U ∞ = 78 . 44 m/s, in agreement with datasets discussed in
reviously mentioned studies. 
For the smallest 20 μm drops we consider an extensive param-
ter study in terms of impingement angles 10 °≤ θ i ≤90 ° in incre-
ents of 10 °. This enables a detailed analysis of the effects related
o the competition between inertial and capillary regimes, while
oting the inﬂuence of the background ﬂow on the drop dynamics.
or the more challenging larger droplets we focus on two speciﬁc
ases, namely θi = 60 ◦ and θi = 90 ◦, guiding us towards results in
oth symmetric and asymmetric impact, described in full detail in
ection 4.2 . 
.1. Pre-impact dynamics 
In the present subsection we describe qualitative and quantita-
ive features related to the motion of droplets prior to them im-
acting the solid surface. Intuitively we expect the most defor-
ation and possible break-up to happen close to the solid sur-
ace as the air ﬂow slows down and the droplet encounters de-
eloping boundary layers. We note however that, particularly for
arge drops, a rich dynamics characterised by so-called bag break-
p and rupture can be observed even in the case of simple uniform
ow and in the absence of any streamline deﬂection ( Jalaal and
ehravaran, 2012 ). These strongly time-dependent morphological
hanges underline the importance of one of the parameters in the
resented model, namely the initial position of the drop relative to
he solid surface. If prescribed too far away from the surface, the
nitial spherical drop may become completely fragmented by the
ime it reaches the surface, while seeding it too close to the sur-
ace may not allow suﬃcient time for its natural dynamics to occur
efore impingement. As such, the comparison to the experimen-
al results from INTA/NASA ( Vargas et al., 2012; Sor and García-
agariño, 2015 ) serves as an important validation step. The au-
hors focused on describing and modelling the change in shape, as
ell as the consequences thereof in terms of predicting the drag
oeﬃcient of the evolving shape. They found that for moderate-
ized droplets (with diameters in the hundreds of microns) the
pproximation of the shape as an oblate spheroid proves to be
easonably accurate, quantifying this deformation as a ( t )/ R , where
 ( t ) denotes the evolving major semi-axis of the spheroid, nor-
alised by the initial drop radius. This value was reported to in-
rease smoothly from 1.0 as the drop is suﬃciently far away from
he surface to values in the range of 1.3 for D = 362 μm, to 2.0
or D ≈1 mm, increasing monotonically as a function of the size
f the initial drop. As they approach the surface, the larger drops
uffer considerable deformations in which the symmetric frame-
ork postulated before is no longer applicable. Finally, when close
o within 10 mm of the solid surface, the drops violently break up
nto a cloud of secondary droplets which can only be described
ualitatively in the experiments. 
Example evolutions of the droplet shapes are shown in pan-
ls (a) and (b) of Fig. 3 , in which we analyse the deformation
f a relatively small drop ( D = 362 μm), as well as a large drop
 D = 1048 μm) alongside their experimental counterparts. In the
ormer case, we ﬁnd that the proposed mild deformation into an
blate spheroidal shape is recovered and good qualitative agree-
ent with the experiments is found. The same applies for the
atter larger drop case, in which the ﬂattening of the shape is
uch more pronounced and asymmetric features arise in the latter
tages. Note how the centre of gravity of the shape shifts towards
he lower part of the drop in the third subimage, only to develop
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Fig. 3. Pre-impact drop deformation visualisation for spherical drops of diameter (a) D = 362 μm and (b) D = 1048 μm. Inside each panel the left images are experimental 
results by Sor and García-Magariño (2015) , while the right images are the corresponding DNS results. The images are reproduced with permission by Instituto Nacional de 
Técnica Aeroespacial. (c) Quantiﬁcation of the drop deformation in terms of the drop semiaxis a normalized by the initial radius R = D/ 2 , with the corresponding parameters 
described in Table 1 . The timestep at which the drop ﬁrst touches the solid surface is also highlighted with an open circle. 
Table 1 
Relevant dimensionless parameters in the case of pre-impact deformation studies in high speed conditions, 
matching in drop diameter to a subset of the studies performed by Sor and García-Magariño (2015) . 
D [m] Re = ρl U ∞ D/μl We = ρl U 2 ∞ D/σ Oh = 
√ 
We / Re Ca = μl U ∞ /σ St = μg / (ρl DU ∞ ) 
128 × 10 −6 8653.717 10936.183 0.012 1.263 1 . 803 × 10 −6 
362 × 10 −6 24473.794 30928.893 0.007 1.263 6 . 376 × 10 −7 
634 × 10 −6 42862.943 54168.282 0.005 1.263 3 . 640 × 10 −7 
1048 × 10 −6 70852.309 89539.999 0.004 1.263 2 . 202 × 10 −7 
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i  econdary structures around the edges which ultimately rupture
rom the main shape and break off into smaller droplets prior to
mpact. It should be noted that there is a difference in timescales
hen comparing the experimental and computational results; in
he experimental data the deformation takes place over a distance
f several hundred drop diameters, whereas in all computational
esults this evolution takes place within the prescribed distance of
oughly 20 initial drop diameters. The ﬂow ﬁeld and its extensional
ature is effectively scaled down to the size of the computational
ox. 
From a quantitative perspective, for comparison purposes we
se the same semiaxis deformation metric a ( t )/ R in Fig. 3 (c) to un-
over an excellent agreement with the experimental data. We mark
he time of impact with an open circle and note that the obtained
alues are within 10% of their experimental counterparts, while the
volution of this measurement in time also shows the same fea-
ures. Notably, for the larger drop we plot the full extent of the
iquid volume (accounting for the shedding of secondary droplets).
f these are to be excluded, at a distance of half a diameter above
he solid surface, the deformation is found to be 1.36, 1.72 and 1.85
or the 362 μm, 634 μm and 1048 μm drops, respectively, with ap-
roximately 1.3, 1.7 and 1.94 being the equivalent values in the ex-
eriment. The inclusion of secondary drops becomes visible around
 ≈15 in both cases and causes an increase in this metric to just
elow 2.0 and 3.0 for the two largest droplets, indicating the com-
lexity of the ﬂow in the respective regimes as the drops approach
he surface. 
The computational framework developed here can be used to
ccess information on the ﬂow ﬁeld and drop shape at distances
ery close to the surface that are beyond the frame-restricted ca-
abilities of current powerful video technology. Consequently, we
onsider the case of a smaller drop of initial diameter D = 128 μm
nd ﬁnd very small deviations from the imposed shape during
ts entire evolution. A small initial ﬂattening of the shape into an
blate spheroid suffers corrections prior to impact and ultimately
mpinges almost undeformed. e  For completeness, all four cases are illustrated in Fig. 4 at
he last computed timestep before touchdown, with the last D =
048 μm case being placed side-by-side with its experimental
ounterpart. For the smallest drop, deformation is hardly visible
as conﬁrmed by Fig. 3 (a)), with an approximately spherical liq-
id volume impinging onto the surface. A strong ﬂattening of this
hape with the beginning of breakup features becoming visible
round the edges takes place for slightly larger drops and this ulti-
ately leads to progressively smaller liquid fragments/drops being
hed from the sides. In the largest drop volume case, the cloud of
roplets behind the main liquid volume becomes visible and re-
embles the experimental result. 
In what follows we focus on the impingement process itself and
n particular on the spreading or splashing characteristics of the
ow, as well as the associated secondary drop formation and dy-
amics. 
.2. Post-impact dynamics 
Once the drop approaches the region very close to the wall, the
radually thinner air ﬁlm below is forced to move away laterally
nd the pressure underneath the droplet continues to grow un-
il impact takes place. We note the presence of either a single or
ultiple air bubbles entrained under the surface. In the classical
ontext with a quiescent air ﬂow and small to moderate impact
elocities, the size and evolution of the air bubble is well studied,
nd its effect on the splashing process itself has been shown to be
egligible ( Riboux and Gordillo, 2014 ). In the present case however,
here are two fundamental differences from the traditional impact
roblem due to the very high impact velocity, as well as the strong
re-impact drop deformation, particularly in the oblique impinge-
ent cases. In the ﬁrst instance and on the basis of Fig. 5 , we will
rovide a qualitative assessment of the results. The studied param-
ter space consists of the two cases outlined in Table 2 of normal
mpact and oblique impact at 60 °, and four different drop diam-
ters, producing eight studies in total. The time sequence of top
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Fig. 4. Initially spherical droplets of diameter (a) D = 128 μm, (b) D = 362 μm, (c) D = 634 μm, and (d) D = 1048 μm, at the moment of impact onto a ﬂat solid surface, 
having been deformed by the background stagnation point ﬂow. The smallest drop retains its shape, while the edges of the largest drop break up into a large number of 
secondary droplets even before impact. This compares favourably to e) previous experimental investigations of drop deformation prior to impacting a moving solid body 
( D exp = 1048 μm as well) by Vargas et al. (2012) . The last image is reproduced with permission by Instituto Nacional de Técnica Aeroespacial. 
Fig. 5. Splashing dynamics for drops of sizes D = 20 , 52 , 111 and 236 μm (each row represents a different drop size, with the complete list of parameters deﬁned in 
Table 2 ) at an angle of incidence of θi = 60 ◦ . The left column illustrates the drop shapes as their center of mass is at y = D above the surface, the images in the second 
column are plotted at the dimensionless timestep at which the drop illustrated on the top row (smallest drop, with initial diameter D = 20 μm, and relatively regular 
spreading behaviour) reaches its maximum spread t max s , while the third column shows the drop shapes ten time units later, once either retraction or more pronouneced 
splashing has occurred. The rightmost column is used to visualise the splashing for the θi = 90 ◦ impact case at t max s . 
Table 2 
Relevant dimensionless parameters in the case of long-time drop impact direct numerical simulations in 
high speed conditions, matching in median volumetric diameter to a subset of the studies performed by 
Papadakis et al. (2003) . The splashing parameter K = We √ Re varies between 6.283 ×10 4 and 2.547 ×10 7 . 
D [m] Re = ρl U ∞ D/μl We = ρl U 2 ∞ D/σ Oh = 
√ 
We / Re Ca = μl U ∞ /σ St = μg / (ρl DU ∞ ) 
20 × 10 −6 1352.143 1708.779 0.031 1.263 1 . 154 × 10 −5 
52 × 10 −6 3515.573 4 4 42.824 0.019 1.263 4 . 438 × 10 −6 
128 × 10 −6 8653.717 10936.183 0.012 1.263 2 . 079 × 10 −6 
236 × 10 −6 15955.291 20163.588 0.009 1.263 9 . 779 × 10 −7 
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t  iews of the liquid drop on the left hand side of Fig. 5 , illustrates
he drop shape at three key times in its evolution, namely: 
(i) when the center of mass of the drop lies one initial diameter
above the surface (left column); 
(ii) when the drop reaches its maximum spread on the sur-
face and before retraction under capillary forces takes place
(middle column); 
(iii) ten time units later, which serves as an indication of how
the longer timescale of the impact develops into either re-
traction for the smaller drops or violent rupture and splash-
ing for the larger drops (right column). 
For the 90 ° impact case we concentrate on the second of the
bove time instances, namely when the smallest drop reaches its
aximum diameter – results are shown in the right hand side col-
mn of Fig. 5 . In each image a reference lengthscale of 20 μm is
dded as a visual aid to the extent of the drop atomisation (or lack
hereof). 
The smallest drop size (initial diameter D = 20 μm) impinge-
ent is characterised by inconsequential pre-impact deformation
ith the approximately spherical shape retained up to very near
he time of impact, followed by a strong spreading motion in a
ighly inertial regime, ﬁnally followed by retraction due to surface
ension. Intriguing corner-type features emerge particularly for the
blique impact cases due to the directionality of the impact, which
ill be discussed in detail in subsequent paragraphs. Referring to
he oblique impact scenario, the asymmetry becomes more visible
or medium sized drops (at the order of 100 μm in initial diame-
er) prior to impact and particularly after impact as ﬂuid volumes
ave suﬃcient momentum to overcome surface tension and push
utside the typical nearly circular contour, instead spreading later-
lly outward towards the front of the drop. The dynamics is how-
ver still dominated by one large ﬂuid volume from which small
econdary drops are ejected as the drop increases in size. We un-
erline that the imposed angle of incidence has a clear inﬂuence
n the angle and extent of lateral spread of the liquid mass. The
argest drops ( D = 236 μm) experience violent splashing, with vis-
ble liquid threads forming in the forward and laterally outward di-
ections as the ﬂuid mass disintegrates into hundreds of droplets.
imilar features are observed in the normal impact case in terms
f fragmentation, with traditional spreading motion transitioning
o azimuthal instabilities, followed by a rupture of the liquid rim
nto small drops, but with a main ﬂuid mass still intact near the
mpact site. Ultimately a violent fragmentation breaks up the liq-
id volume into thin ﬁlaments near the surface, and numerous sec-
ndary drops are advected away from the impact region under the
nﬂuence of the background ﬂow. 
Conducting a systematic analysis of the drop’s morphology dur-
ng the early and intermediate stages of the impact is most ac-
essible for the smallest drops (below several tens of microns
n initial diameter, top row of Fig. 5 , when no splashing oc-
urs), where early and very recent analytical results are available
or comparison when θi = 90 ◦. Following this baseline, the gen-
ralisation to the predominantly three-dimensional effects of the
symmetric impact are best constructed. Even in the normal im-
act case however, the presence of the non-quiescent air ﬂow
t high speeds is anticipated to produce some modiﬁcations in
he standard metrics surrounding the characterisation of the im-
ingement process, which will be emphasised in the following
aragraphs. 
In order to aid future comparisons, in Fig. 6 we deﬁne several
uantities of interest, namely the time-dependent drop diameter in
he x −direction D x ( t ) (the direction of impact for the non-normal
ncidence cases), the drop diameter in the transverse z−direction
 z ( t ), as well as the height of the drop near its center of mass h f .
he ﬁrst two metrics are best observed from the top view ( x − zlane) presented in the top part of panel a, while a cut through
he x − y plane provides information on the minimum thickness
f the ﬁlm. The entrapment of a small air bubble due to impact
ushioning, results in a small variation in the drop’s curvature just
bove this feature, which is why for the relevant local minimum
e select a point where this local adjustment is negligible. Sev-
ral notable studies (see Introduction) have addressed the topic of
he maximum spread D m of the drop in normal impact conditions,
ith the recent investigation of Wildeman et al. (2016) chosen
s reference here. Plugging our parameters into their main result,
e ﬁnd D m ≈4.112, which compares very well with the computed
alue for θi = 90 ◦ in Fig. 6 (c). Symmetry in this case is preserved
nd we ﬁnd D max x = D max z ≈ 3 . 9 , which alongside the good agree-
ent also indicates that the surrounding ﬂow has a limited inﬂu-
nce on the maximum spread. 
As the angle of incidence is decreased down to θi = 30 ◦, the
ow speed in conjunction with the increasingly pronounced direc-
ionality of the impact enables the liquid mass to advance towards
he front side (in the x −direction) of the impacting drop, pushing
ore strongly towards the front edge and increasingly distorting
t in this direction. Fig. 6 (c) indicates this monotonic increase in
 
max 
x and decrease in D 
max 
z as θ i is reduced, with the ﬁnal as-
ect ratio being measured at almost a factor of two. We point out
hat in this regime the drop is also subjected to a stronger air ﬂow
s it lies further away from the dividing streamline and the back-
round ﬂow velocity has an increased magnitude. For illustrative
urposes, in Fig. 6 (b) we expand on how the maximum diameter
alues are obtained in the asymmetric cases, with the two diam-
ters D x ( t ) and D z ( t ) being shown throughout their evolution for
n angle of incidence θi = 60 ◦. The dynamics in the x −direction
s chosen as reference, as this is the dominant motion due to our
hoice in impact directionality. The value of D max z is then deﬁned
s the value of D z (t max x ) , where t 
max 
x it the timestep at which
 x reaches its maximum, despite it not necessarily being the high-
st absolute value in the z−direction. The ﬁgure shows negligible
eformation up to the time of impact t ≈20.0, followed by a sharp
ncrease in diameter in both directions but more strongly in x , with
he rim ﬁnally retracting under the effect of surface tension from
ll directions. The reference values (see vertical dashed line) de-
ived from similar studies of each incidence angle are then used to
onstruct Fig. 6 (c). 
Another key morphological metric we consider is the minimum
lm height, as extracted near the drop center, suﬃciently far away
rom the entrapped bubble. In the normal impact case and in the
trong inertial regime described here, Eggers et al. (2010) estimate
his thin ﬁlm height to reach a minimum h f /R ≈ Re −2 / 5 , which
ould give h f ≈0.028 in our case. This is the height at which the
hinning ﬁlm reaches the liquid boundary layers within the drop
tself and ceases its decrease. The result obtained in our investi-
ation is h f ≈0.033 and we found no evidence of signiﬁcant vari-
tion as a result of modifying the angle of incidence. The very
light overestimation is perhaps counterintuitive given that the fast
ir ﬂow pushing from above would be expected to enhance the
hinning effect. We note that even at these small lengthscales the
esh is suﬃciently ﬁne with several gridpoints spanning the thin
lm region; changes in the resolution did not result in meaningful
hanges of this value. 
One of the most salient features of the drop impact in the mod-
lled high speed regime is the emergence of a corner-type feature
ear the advancing front of the spreading liquid mass; this feature
ecomes highly prominent, particularly as the angle of incidence
i is 60 ° or lower. Above the respective angle, normal impact is
haracterised by approximately axisymmetric behaviour, while in
lightly oblique impacts ( θi ≈ 70 ◦ − 80 ◦) the footprint can be de-
cribed as elliptical, although a slight symmetry-breaking tilt to
he front becomes observable on the lower side of this range. A
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Fig. 6. Spreading dynamics of microdroplets with an initial diameter of D = 20 μm at angles of incidence ranging from 30 ° to 90 °. (a) Top view schematic of the spreading 
diameter in the x −direction (the impingement direction) and the z−direction, as well as the minimal ﬁlm thickness h f (in side view below), for an angle of incidence of 
θi = 60 ◦ . (b) Evolution in time of the spreading and later retracting liquid drop for the 60 ° impingement angle case. (c) Summary of the maximum spread in both x and z 
for a collection of angles of incidence, indicating the transition from symmetric spreading to a strongly asymmetric ﬁnal shape in the direction of impact. 
Fig. 7. (a) Characterisation of the geometric feature arising at the leading (front) side of the drop due to the oblique impact. Angle ϕt is measured from the most advanced 
point of the drop in the direction of impact to the maximum in the spread in the perpendicular direction of the same plane, while ϕn represents the more local feature 
arising at 0.25 R 0 behind the front, where R 0 represents the initial drop radius. Both angles are deﬁned in panel (b), while the three insets present top views of the drop 
shape at the moment of maximum spread in the x −direction, the timestep at which all the angles in the ﬁgure are calculated. 
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θ  comprehensive analysis of the corner-type property has been per-
formed for angles varying in the range 10 °≤ θ i ≤90 ° and small
drop size (initial diameter D = 20 μm), and the results are given
in Fig. 7 . Herein we track the evolving drop shape from above, and
concentrate on the moment where its spreading diameter reaches
its maximum value for each of the particular cases. Two angular
metrics are then deﬁned as illustrated on the right hand side of
Fig. 7 : ϕt (angle from the tip of the advancing front in the im-
pingement x −direction to the top part of the drop, the maximum
in the z−direction) is a more global measure of the deformation,
whereas ϕn is a local measure of the corner angle near the tip
of the advancing front, deﬁned by a triangle whose base is ﬁxed
to be a quarter of the initial radius R /4, as shown in the ﬁgure.
We emphasise that while the discussed feature is called a corner
(or of corner-type) throughout this subsection, the shape would
be more accurately described as an apparent corner, since locally
near the tip of the advancing front surface tension always induces
a smoothing of the shape. 
The progressively more stretched shape of the drop, as well as
the evolution near the tip of the advancing front capturing theorner-type feature itself are both embedded in the above quan-
ities, which are presented at the bottom of Fig. 7 , with exam-
les of the underlying drop shapes depicted in the row above for
i = 40 ◦, 60 ◦ and 80 °. In the intermediate case small distortions
f the liquid rim are already visible, while at 40 ° a pronounced
utgrowth near the advancing front selected by the direction of
mpact is clearly identiﬁable. Due to the preserved axisymmetry,
t θi = 90 ◦ we compare the numerical results with simple pre-
ictions. We naturally expect ϕt ≈45 ° and based on the maximal
preading radius described in Fig. 6 (c), the deﬁnition of the angle
n , as well as using basic trigonometry, we estimate ϕn ≈75 °. We
ecover ϕ t = 44 . 93 ◦ and ϕ t = 74 . 76 ◦ by analysing the data, which
s well aligned with the anticipated axisymmetric evolution. Both
ngle measurements are expected to decrease in oblique impact
cenarios, with the elongation of the liquid shape gradually reduc-
ng their values as θ i decreases. This is indeed the case, with a
mooth monotonic variation in ϕt ﬁnalising at approximately 22 °
or the θi = 30 ◦ impingement case. The local angle ϕn naturally be-
ins at a much higher value, but again, as the impingement angle
i decreases, the deformation of the spreading drop is enhanced
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i  nd this results in a steady decline from ϕn ≈75 ° for the normal
mpact case down to ϕn ≈25 ° at θi = 30 ◦. The slope characteris-
ng this decrease becomes markedly larger in absolute value below
i = 60 ◦. Note however that due to the shape irregularity this def-
nition becomes less practical for angles below θi = 50 ◦, as high
ariation is induced depending on the choice of distance deﬁning
n . In particular, the top left hand side inset in Fig. 7 reveals the
ormation of a small ﬁnger-like extension that becomes smoothed
ut under surface tension. The strongly varying curvature of this
hape near the tip makes it diﬃcult to design a universally use-
ul local metric to describe the corner, which is why the choice of
 distance of R 0 /4 behind the advancing tip should in some sense
e interpreted with an embedded variation, as would any other
hoice. 
Finally, a physical interpretation of the corner formation pro-
ess is proposed as a combination of two different mechanisms,
ne related to the background ﬂow, the other to the liquid move-
ent itself. In the latter case, during the spreading motion liquid
ushes into the front of the rim in a preferential direction given by
he progressively more oblique impact as deﬁned by θ i . There is
uﬃcient inertia to drive more liquid mass towards the advancing
ront, however this is insuﬃcient to overcome surface tension in
he lateral direction due to the relatively small size of the drops. As
uch, the liquid that accumulates in the rim in the lateral regions
s also steered towards the front of the drop, where at the meet-
ng point the conditions for a localisation of the interfacial shape
nto a corner are met before surface tension relaxes this feature. At
he same time, high speed air is pushing from above in the same
irection as the primary impacting motion, further guiding liquid
nto this front region. This becomes far more evident for the lower
mpingement angles in which the drop spreads on the surface in a
egion several diameters away from the ﬂow stagnation point and
s such the local shear forces become gradually stronger, support-
ng the complete manifestation of the observed corner at the ad-
ancing front of the spreading drop. 
For impingement angles lower than θ i ≈30 °, we ﬁnd entirely
ifferent phenomena captured in Fig. 8 . The near-glancing inci-
ence of the drop, coupled with a more uni-directional background
ir ﬂow, both contribute to a pinch-off near the advancing front of
he liquid volume, as opposed to the creation and subsequent re-
axation of a corner-type feature. For most of its development, the
egion near the front of the drop advances on top of a very thin
iquid ﬁlm, with the bulk of the liquid mass eventually catching up
ith signiﬁcant horizontal velocity (used to colour the liquid inter-
ace in each ﬁgure in Fig. 8 ). The advancing front of the strongly
longated shape retains suﬃcient inertia to eventually detach from
he surface and subsequently break off into several small liquid
rops that progress at very high speed towards the edge of the ﬁ-
ite computational domain, with the majority of the ﬂuid quantity
etained on the solid surface. One of the additional causes underly-
ng the observed ﬁllamentation is that the drop lands further away
rom the global stagnation point in the background ﬂow, implying
hat locally the ﬂow is predominantly moving in the direction of
he spreading in the front, promoting the lateral movement as op-
osed to pushing down onto the liquid. 
Having discussed at length the rich features already appearing
n the impact of the smallest drops, we proceed to a quantita-
ive study of the splashing dynamics throughout the entire du-
ation of the direct numerical simulations for the full range of
rop sizes considered; these results are summarised in Fig. 9 . Re-
all that the drops are initialised at t = 0 , impacting the surface at
 ≈20.0 and engaging in either spreading motion or generation of
econdary droplets being tracked over 80 subsequent dimension-
ess time units. Detailed results are presented for the asymmetric
ase with an angle of incidence θi = 60 ◦ and four different droplet
izes ranging from 20 μm to 236 μm. Focusing on the left panel of Fig. 9 , we notice the effect of ini-
ial drop size on the formation and break-up of secondary drops.
he smallest drop follows the described spreading and retraction
otion detailed earlier in Section 4.2 and no secondary drops are
jected from the surface. Instead, a steady spherical cap solution
s observed during the ﬁnal stages. At intermediate sizes, but still
elow an estimated 100 μm threshold, small drops detach from
he edges of the rim in all directions however with a stronger
reference towards the direction of impact, with approximately
0 − 30 secondary droplets being swept away by the air ﬂow and
dvected towards the lateral outﬂow boundaries; a few re-impinge
nto the surface and remain at the respective locations. For the
argest droplets of initial diameter D = 111 μm and D = 236 μm,
 violent splashing motion ensues (also visible in Fig. 5 ), with sev-
ral hundred very small drops moving away from the impingement
egion. As expected, due to the larger drop size the effect of sur-
ace tension is weaker and break-up into progressively smaller liq-
id fragments is more pronounced. In such cases, even the sec-
ndary droplets are subject to subsequent break-ups, with a mini-
um size being again restricted by surface tension. We have made
xtensive veriﬁcations of the selected grid reﬁnement and mini-
um cell size in order to restrict numerical artefacts at this level.
n fact, the ﬁnal resolution for these studies was partly selected in
ight of a convergence to a minimal secondary drop size captured
y our simulations. We note, however, that the selective droplet re-
oval procedure performed primarily to avoid instabilities around
he boundaries, does affect the secondary droplet count, with some
f the smallest droplets ejected as part of the prompt splash away
rom the surface at very high speed being removed from the ﬁnite
omputational domain within several time units after the impact. 
The size and position of each individual drop is tracked after
mpact and hence statistical information on the secondary drops is
ompiled and studied dynamically. Two particular points in time
ave been selected for visualisation purposes on the right hand
ide of Fig. 9 , which represent the early post-impact stage when
he maximum number of secondary drops is found in the domain
 t 1 ), followed by the point in time halfway through the evolution
t t = 50 . 0 when the main body of ﬂuid no longer ejects secondary
rops in the impact region and the secondary drops are airborne
 t 2 ). Both of these apply to the case of the largest D = 236 μm
nitial diameter drop, selected due to the impact and splash pro-
ucing the richest secondary drop dataset. 
Once the impact has taken place and suﬃciently many sec-
ndary drops have formed, the volumes of these liquid fragments
ollows an approximately log-normal distribution (see detail at t 1 ),
entred around a mean of 10 −4 relative to the volume of the ini-
ial drop. If assumed to be spherical (which is seldom the case)
his translates into droplets with a radius of 1/20 relative to the
adius of the initial drop. As further fragmentation takes place due
o the interaction between the fast movement of the drop and the
urrounding air boundary layer ﬂow, a second local maximum be-
omes prominent, with tens of drops with volumes of the order
f 10 −6 relative to the initial volume being present far away from
he impact area. Under the action of surface tension, these drops
re often more regular (spherical) in shape if still airborne, with
ome of them re-impinging far away from the impact region and
ecoming spherical caps as in the case of the previously studied
 = 20 μm initial diameter drops. In fact, the distribution high-
ighted at t 2 in Fig. 9 also includes the minimum droplet volume
aptured within this computation, which is found to be of just less
han 10 −7 or of a radius of 1/200 relative to the initial drop - just
bove 1 μm in dimensional terms (recall the initial drop diameter
s D = 236 μm in this numerical experiment). 
The full evolution of the secondary drop size distribution in
his case is illustrated with two different visualisation techniques
n Fig. 10 . We are concentrating on the case of angle of incidence
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Fig. 8. Side view ( x − y plane) of the late time impingement dynamics of a D = 20 μm drop at an angle of θi = 10 ◦, resulting in the break-up of a liquid volume in the 
leading region. The panels on the right illustrate a magniﬁcation of this area. The interface is coloured in the magnitude of the horizontal velocity at the respective points, 
while the adaptive grid underlying each timestep is also shown. For reference, the smallest grid cell measures approximately 0.39 μm in dimensional terms. 
Fig. 9. Secondary droplet ejection characteristics as a result of spherical drops of initial diameter D = 20 , 52 , 111 and 236 μm impinging onto a solid surface at an angle 
of incidence θi = 60 ◦ . Evolution of the number of droplets in time for each case (left), with the two panels on the right indicating the secondary drop size distribution 
(normalised by the initial droplet size) for the 236 μm drop at the two different times, t 1 and t 2 , highlighted in the left panel. 
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cθi = 60 ◦, however we have found the qualitative behaviour de-
scribed below to be consistent with variation in θ i . The observed
log-normal distribution evolves (with the number of drops increas-
ing, but the structure being retained) over roughly 15 time units.
At this stage ( t ≈50), most drops in the system appear to follow
one of two general tendencies: 
1. the larger drops in the distribution are the ones which are de-
tached from the main liquid mass but lie on the solid sur-
face (after early dynamics or later re-impingement) as approx-
imately spherical caps. After they reach this conﬁguration they
will only increase in size as a result of coalescence with neigh-
bouring spherical caps or incoming smaller secondary drops
that re-impinge onto the surface. This region, the right hand
side local maximum centered around 10 −3 in normalised vol-ume) remains relatively steady in both number of drops and
extent of variation. 
2. the fragmentation process around the left hand side second lo-
cal maximum in the distribution (with mean of approximately
10 −7 − 10 −6 ) is rich and spans roughly two orders of magnitude
in normalised volume. These are primarily airborne drops that
continue to travel, break up or coalesce as a result of the inter-
action with the background air ﬂow. 
Rather remarkably, we ﬁnd that the separation between the
wo types of drops (the two local maxima in the distribution) is
elatively well preserved when changing both initial drop size and
ngle of impingement. To conﬁrm this, however, these preliminary
esults will be extended over wider parameter ranges and ﬂow
onditions in future work that is currently under way. 
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Fig. 10. Secondary droplet size distribution evolution characteristics for the largest drop in the test batch summarised in Table 2 and indicated as D 4 in Fig. 9 , impinging 
onto a solid surface at an angle of incidence θi = 60 ◦ . (a) Left panel: three-dimensional view, with timesteps t 1 and t 2 detailed in Fig. 9 marked with vertical bars. (b) Right 
panel: top view of the same dataset in the form of a contour plot. 
Fig. 11. Normalised liquid-gas surface area as a function of time for four different drop sizes (summarised in Table 2 ) and two impingement angles: (a) θi = 60 ◦ and (b) 
θi = 90 ◦ . The insets in each subplot concentrate on the evolution of the surface area during the ﬁve time units just before the moment of touchdown, marked by a vertical 
black dashed line in the full scale images. 
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t  The same type of data analysis as presented above may be use-
ul in furthering our understanding of the dynamics very close to
he splashing threshold, with possible comparisons with the work
f Riboux and Gordillo (2015) becoming an interesting future line
f investigation. In its current form, the high speed regime and
resence of the background ﬂow in the model make such direct
omparisons diﬃcult, however early calculations indicate that the
rst drops ejected as part of the splashing process lie encourag-
ngly close to the previously mentioned predictions. 
The present work was in part motivated by the question of how
xtending our understanding of liquid droplets impinging onto
olid surfaces in high speed conditions acts as one of the early
uilding blocks in the broader context of icing prevention and air-
raft safety and design. As a result of the deformation and splash-
ng dynamics forming the subject of the present work, a useful
etric to discuss is the evolution of the liquid-gas surface area,
hich may in the future be considered in view of coupling to ther-
odynamic effects. We illustrate our ﬁndings for the four cases
ntroduced in Table 2 and two angles of incidence, θi = 60 ◦ and
i = 90 ◦ in Fig. 11 . To aid the discussion around the quantitative in-
ormation, we introduce two simple approximations of what coulde anticipated in light of previously elucidated dynamics and focus
n the normal impact scenario for clarity. 
For the smallest drops studied ( D 1 here), we ﬁnd that spread-
ng and retracting behaviour is still characteristic and as such we
an use a straightforward analogy in terms of a ﬂat cylinder of
ppropriate radius and height to estimate the corresponding sur-
ace area. In particular, considering the time of maximum spread
 
max 
s , we ﬁnd a value of the resulting D 
max 
x ≈ D max z ≈ 3 . 9 (see
ig. 6 (c)). Assuming (and having veriﬁed that) volume conserva-
ion holds, we ﬁnd an approximate height for the cylinder, which
n this case is roughly 1/24. As we do not account for the bot-
om of the cylinder (the side adhering to the solid surface), the ad-
usted formula for surface area (accounting for the top surface and
he side) gives a normalised result S max 
1 
≈ 3 . 83 , in excellent agree-
ent with the corresponding maximum in Fig. 11 (b). Now looking
o the other end of the spectrum i.e. the largest drops considered
n which case strong splashing is observed, the drop size distribu-
ions in Fig. 9 indicate that most of the drops have volumes with
eans of either 10 −3 or 10 −6 relative to the initial drop volume.
ccounting again for conservation of volume, we would anticipate
he normalised surface area to vary between 10 and 100 should
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fwe naively assume all drops to be airborne and perfectly spherical.
Instead we of course have a combination of these drops, many of
which are also on the surface (with the area in contact with the
surface not counted), effects which would all bring our estimate
closer to the former value of S max 
4 
≈ 10 . For both impingement
angles we notice that this estimate does not deviate signiﬁcantly
from the obtained value. 
Comparing the surface area evolution for both scenarios, we
naturally ﬁnd an increase with drop diameter, however this in-
crease appears to be much more ordered in the normal impact
case in terms of both distance between maxima and proﬁle shapes.
It should also be noted that, as the insets present, the pre-impact
deformation and hence surface area generated is more pronounced
for the case with oblique incidence. Once touchdown occurs, the
initial strong increase in surface area is dominated by the spread-
ing mass of liquid in both cases, with fragmenting secondary drops
only adding negligible features to the evolution for large initial di-
ameter cases. As soon as a spreading maximum is reached, capil-
lary forces cause smooth retraction for the smaller drops. This is
in contrast to the larger drop cases, in which, despite the apparent
smoothness of the curves, a closer inspection reveals prominent
bumps indicating individual fragmentation or coalesence events for
small drops. Ultimately capillary retraction as well as drops exiting
the ﬁnite computational domain through lateral boundaries lead to
a decrease in overall liquid-gas surface area. 
While much of our attention is dedicated to modelling and
quantifying aspects related to single drop impingement dynamics
at high speeds, we emphasise that the produced datasets encoding
sizes and locations in space and time of all secondary drops be-
comes central in determining further re-impingement events and
elucidating retention properties in general. From a broader per-
spective, throughout the present section we have described not
only fundamental ﬂow features, but also intricate dynamics and
a level of physical detail which is invariably omitted once highly
simpliﬁed coarse-graining procedures are considered instead. In a
practical context, this information may provide an accurate physi-
cal foundation for engineering models on larger scales and is the
subject of ongoing work in our group. 
5. Conclusions 
In the present work, three-dimensional drop impact at high
velocities has been investigated numerically through the use of
high accuracy direct numerical simulations in order to advance
our understanding of drop deformation and splashing dynamics in
an aerodynamic context. A model that encompasses the transition
from larger lengthscales of typical engineering applications (of the
order of an airfoil chord or nacelle diameter) down to the local im-
pact region, whilst accounting for the surrounding (non-quiescent)
air ﬂow has been proposed. Using an oblique-stagnation point ﬂow
model for the background ﬂow provides a suitable framework for
the impinging drop to naturally interact with structures such as
the growing boundary layers it would encounter on aircraft sur-
faces. Pre-impact deformation and break-up is compared to avail-
able experiments in the relevant parameter range of O(100) m/s
impact velocities and D = O(100 − 10 0 0) μm diameter drops. The
impingement of the smallest droplets is described by a regular
spreading motion, while beyond a certain size (estimated to be of
approximately 50 μm), violent splashing is observed. Topological
changes such as droplet break-off or coalescence, as well as po-
tential subsequent re-impingement of smaller fragments have been
taken into account. 
Comparison with existing analytical results is possible for the
tractable spreading dynamics of the smallest drops in the tested
range (under 50 μm in diameter). Variation in the angle of im-
pingement (not previously performed in this regime) reveals in-riguing corner-type features at the advancing impact front which
arrant further investigation. These emerge as a result of the
symmetric impact pushing more ﬂuid mass in a preferred direc-
ion, however with surface tension preventing break-up above a
0 ° angle of incidence, and the action of the strong background
ow induced shear. Below this angle, ﬂuid ﬁlaments have been
hown to form and detach from the surface near the advancing
roplet front, breaking into large droplets and being carried away
y the surrounding air ﬂow. For larger drops, splashing and sec-
ndary drop ejection is captured numerically in detail and exam-
ned in order to advance understanding of the water retention pro-
ess. The average number of secondary drops resulting from the
mpact increases with the initial droplet diameter, with their sizes
ell-represented by a log-normal distribution, with a secondary lo-
al maximum emerging as a result of further break-up at the ﬁnal
tages of the simulated dynamics. 
These ﬁndings provide detailed insight into the highly complex
uid dynamical processes occurring during aircraft ﬂight through
igh liquid water content regions. The present approach and sim-
lations are a signiﬁcant advance of standard particle-based meth-
ds which are common industrial practice and which rely heavily
n semi-empirical arguments. The modelled background air ﬂow
rovides a reliable local description of the ﬂow in which a full in-
eraction between the air and the liquid is permitted and the de-
ormation of the drops is captured in detail before impact, while
he emergence and movement of secondary drops in an active
ow region is also treated realistically. Signiﬁcant effort s have been
ade in order to ensure a highly accurate resolution of the ﬂow.
evertheless, we emphasise that these results originate from very
ntensive and resource heavy computational efforts (both in terms
f runtime and data storage and processing requirements). Further
dvances in this area of research in terms of both algorithms and
aw computing power will facilitate more understanding in these
iﬃcult conditions, with access to smaller grid sizes, larger do-
ains (the issue of locality) as well as sensitivity to contact angle
ynamics, being only a small subset of the possible future direc-
ions within this methodology. 
In conclusion, this research provides a renewed perspective on
he modelling of water catch on aircraft surfaces, with possible
amiﬁcations towards other areas involving high speed drop im-
act, such as inkjet printing, combustion and agricultural sprays.
he presented results have shown very favourable agreement with
ecent experimental and analytical results, where possible, in an
ncredibly challenging regime, whilst new phenomena and detailed
uantiﬁcation of practical information beyond the capabilities of
resent video technology and analytical treatments has also been
rovided. We believe that the proposed numerical framework is a
aluable tool not only from the fundamental perspective in the
tudy of drop impact, but also in an engineering context as a
eans of using scale transition to include detailed physical and
uid-related processes in water retention estimation and associ-
ted phenomena such as icing. 
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